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ABSTRACT: Density functional theory was employed to study the
water−gas shift (WGS) reaction for two structural modelsnamely, a
single Au atom and a Au nanorodsupported on the (110) surface of
ceria. The carboxyl mechanism involving a COOH intermediate is
strongly preferred over the redox mechanism, which would require O−
H bond cleavage of ceria-bound hydroxyl groups. Two candidate rate-
controlling elementary reaction steps were identified in the carboxyl
mechanism: oxygen vacancy formation and COOH formation from CO
and OH adsorbed to Au and the ceria support, respectively. A reaction
energy analysis shows that both steps are more favorable on clustered
Au atoms than on a single Au atom. CO adsorption on a single Au atom
is hindered because of its negative charge. Comparison to literature data shows that the WGS reaction is preferred for a gold
cluster on the CeO2(110) surface over the CeO2(111) one because of the lower binding energy of OH on the former surface.
These results are discussed in the light of a large number of experimental and theoretical studies of the Au/CeO2 catalyzed WGS
reaction.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The water−gas shift (WGS) reaction is industrially important
for the upgrading of hydrocarbon-based fuel reformate streams.
Because this reaction is limited by the WGS equilibrium at
typical reaction temperatures, it has become customary to carry
out the WGS reaction at the industrial scale in two stages: one
at higher temperature, typically with iron, and the other one at
lower temperature with copper as the main catalytic metal.
However, for generation of CO-free H2, as, for instance,
required for PEM fuel cell applications, the activity of these
commercial catalysts is too low.1−3 In the past decade, metal-
oxide-supported gold nanoparticle catalysts have been explored
as potential WGS catalysts.1−3

Despite intensive research, the nature of the catalytically
active gold species under WGS reaction conditions (single site
Au atoms vs clustered Au atoms; ionic vs metallic) remains
strongly debated.1−3 Fu et al.4 found that the WGS rate for Au/
CeO2 was not affected by cyanide leaching of metallic Au
nanoparticles and asserted that atomically dispersed Au cations
instead of nanocrystalline gold catalyzes the WGS reaction.
Recently, Yang et al.5 employed UV treatment to stabilize
isolated gold atoms on TiO2 and contended that these catalyze
the WGS reaction at low temperature. For Au/Fe2O3, Allard et
al.6,7 showed that atomic gold species are strongly bound to the
support, even after redox heat treatments and exposure to the
WGS reaction conditions.
In contrast to these studies, other experimental works

provide compelling evidence for the opposite conclusion,

namely, that the WGS reaction is catalyzed by metallic Au
clusters or nanoparticles. Kim et al.8 performed a leaching
procedure similar to that of Fu et al. and found that the reaction
rate before leaching was significantly higher than after leaching.
On this basis, they argued that nanocrystalline gold plays an
important role in the WGS reaction. A similar conclusion was
reached by Behm’s group.9 Previous experimental work from
our group showed that the cationic gold in leached Au/CeO2

will (partially) reduce and form very small metallic gold clusters
active for the hydrogenation of 1,3-butadiene, CO oxidation,
and the WGS reaction.10,11 Rodriguez and co-workers studied
Au/Ce(Gd)O2 and Au/CeOx/TiO2 by in situ time-resolved X-
ray absorption spectroscopy12,13 and observed transformation
of cationic gold to metallic gold under WGS conditions.
Au/TiO2 prepared by a deposition-precipitation technique of

gold was recently investigated for the WGS reaction.14,15 On
the basis of kinetic data and geometric arguments, it was
proposed that the corner atoms on the gold cuboctahedron
nanoparticles with fewer than seven neighboring gold atoms are
the dominant active sites. The total rate is proportional to the
number of gold particles, yet it does not depend on their size.
This view was recently further supported by halide poisoning of
the active sites.16
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Three main mechanisms have been proposed for the WGS
reaction: redox, formate, and carboxyl mechanisms. It is well-
known that the ceria support itself exhibits the ability to store
and release oxygen under oxidizing and reducing conditions.
On the basis of this, Flytzani-Stephanopoulos and co-workers
prefer to describe reactivity of Au/CeO2 in terms of the redox
mechanism with CO being adsorbed to gold and oxidized by an
O atom of ceria, followed by reoxidation of the support by
water to give hydrogen.4 The formate mechanism was first
proposed by Shido and Iwasawa and involves the reaction of
CO with surface OH groups to form the HCOO group
intermediate.17,18 On the basis of spectroscopic investigations,
several groups have provided further support for this
mechanism.9,19 However, Meunier et al.20 investigated the
WGS activity of Au/Ce(La)O2 by operando diffuse reflectance
infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy and found that the rate
of formate decomposition was 60-fold smaller than the rate of
CO2 formation, pointing to the minor role of surface formate in
the reaction mechanism. Accordingly, it may be expected that
formate is a spectrator species.
As an alternative, Buch proposed the carboxyl mechanism,2

although no clear experimental evidence for involvement of the
COOH intermediate in the WGS reaction has been presented
yet. The carboxyl mechanism was explored using theoretical
methods by several groups. On the basis of a Au4/CeO2−x(111)
model, Liu et al.21 proposed the dissociation of H2O to
adsorbed H and OH; CO reaction with OH to give adsorbed
COOH; COOH dissociation to give CO2 and adsorbed H; and
finally, recombination of the two H atoms on Au to form H2.
Rodriguez et al. explored the same mechanism on a larger Au29
cluster.22 Water dissociation was found to be the rate-limiting
step, and the authors suggested that a reduced ceria support
facilities H2O dissociation. Following this line, the authors
performed extensive work on oxide supported metals to show
the importance of the metal−support interface in the WGS
reaction.23 It is worth mentioning that for Cu(111), Gokhale et
al. explored the same mechanism, except for the COOH
dissociation step: instead of direct dissociation of H to the Cu
surface, COOH dissociates its H to form an OH surface
intermediate.24 A similar dissociation step was studied by Liu et
al. for Au(111).25

On the basis of a Aun/CeO2(111) model, Chen et al.
compared redox and formate mechanisms.26 They found that it
is energetically unfavorable to break the O−H bond of the
ceria-adsorbed OH group, which is a key step in both
mechanisms. Their following work proposed a feasible
alternative carboxyl mechanism.27 From the above, we conclude
that the mechanisms essentially can be divided into two groups:
one involves OH bond cleavage (redox and formate
mechanisms); the other one involves OH reacting with CO
to form COOH (carboxyl mechanism). Considering the
similarity between redox and formate mechanisms in the key
step of OH bond cleavage, we will focus in the present study on
the redox mechanism and compare it with the carboxyl
mechanism to identify the dominant reaction path under low
temperature conditions.
The influence of the ceria surface termination of Au/CeO2

catalysts on the WGS performance has been reported in several
experimental works.10,28 To this purpose, gold-ceria catalysts
are typically prepared by depositing gold on the surface of ceria
nanorods, nanocubes, or polyhedra. The WGS activity strongly
depends on the crystal plane of the CeO2. Ceria powder
catalyst mainly exposes the {111} surface. Rodlike ceria

enclosed by {110} and {100} planes were found to be the
most active for gold stabilization/activation. Similar synergistic
effects have been reported for such reactions as CO oxidation,29

CO2 reforming of methane,30 methanol and ethanol reform-
ing,31 and soot oxidation.32 Theoretical studies33−35 suggest
that the more open nature of the surface of CeO2(110)
provides a good explanation for the high CO oxidation activity.
To the best of our knowledge, no systematic theoretical study
has been carried out on the effect of ceria surface termination
on the Au/CeO2-catalyzed WGS reaction. Accordingly, in the
present work, we investigate the WGS reaction mechanism for
two structural models of gold, namely, a single Au atom and a
Au cluster, both supported on CeO2(110) with the aim of
understanding (i) the active site (atomically dispersed Au vs
metallic Au cluster), (ii) the dominant reaction mechanism at
low reaction temperatures (redox vs carboxyl), and (iii) the
influence of ceria surface termination. For the latter purpose,
we carried out additional calculations using a Au3 cluster on the
defective CeO2(110) surface and compare our results to data
reported for Au supported on the CeO2(111) surface.

21,26,27

2. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
Density functional theory (DFT) with the PBE (Perdew−
Burke−Ernzerhof) functional36 as implemented in the Vienna
Ab Initio Simulation Package37−39 was employed. A Hubbard U
term was added to the PBE functional (DFT+U) employing
the rotationally invariant formalism by Dudarev et al.,40 in
which only the difference (Ueff = U − J) between the Coulomb
U and exchange J parameters enters. Spin-polarized calculations
were performed. The projector augmented wave method41−43

was used to describe the interaction between the ions and the
electrons with the frozen-core approximation.41 The valence
electrons were treated using a plane-wave basis set with a
kinetic energy cutoff of 400 eV.
For Ce, a value of Ueff = 4.5 eV was used, which was

calculated self-consistently by Fabris et al.44 using the linear
response approach of Cococcioni and De Gironcoli.45 This
value is within the 3.0−5.5 eV range reported to provide
localization of the electrons left upon oxygen removal from
CeO2.

46 For single Au on CeO2(110) model, a 2 × 3 cell was
used. The Au atom was placed on the clean surface of
CeO2(110). Another relevant state of this Au atom is on an
oxygen vacancy site of the defective CeO2(110) surface. The
alternative location of the gold atom on a Ce vacancy was not
considered here because a previous theoretical study suggests
that it is not stable.47 For the Au nanorod on CeO2(110), a 3 ×
3 cell was used for CeO2(110).
Due to the large size of the surface cells for both models, a 1

× 1 × 1 k-point mesh was used for the Brillouin zone
integration. The bulk equilibrium lattice constant (5.49 Å)
previously calculated by PBE+U (Ueff = 4.5 eV) was used.48

The slab was five layers thick, and the vacuum gap was set to 25
Å. The three top atomic layers of the ceria slab were allowed to
relax while the bottom two layers were kept fixed to their bulk
positions. Atoms were relaxed until forces were smaller than
0.05 eV·Å−1.
The location and energy of transition states were calculated

with the climbing-image nudged elastic band method.49 All
transition states were verified by the existence of a single
imaginary frequency along the reaction coordinate. For the Au
nanorod model, all of the Au atoms were allowed to relax in the
y- and z-directions. This model has been employed before by
several groups to identify plausible reaction mechanisms and
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identify active sites to represent supported Au particles.50 The
benefit of this model is that the Au nanorod structure is
computationally tractable and represents the interface between
Au nanoparticles and the support. For the models containing an
isolated Au atom and a cluster of 3 Au atoms, the metal phase
was allowed to relax in all three directions.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The reaction mechanism for the WGS reaction for a
CeO2(110)-supported single Au (denoted as Au1/CeO2(110)
throughout this paper) and a CeO2(110) supported Au
nanorod (denoted as Aun/CeO2(110)) will be explored
extensively in sections 3.1 and 3.2, respectively. In section
3.3, we will compare the results for these two different models
and also discuss the influence of surface termination of the ceria
surface, that is, CeO2(110) vs CeO2(111). For the latter
purpose, we also repeat the energy analysis of the most
important reaction steps for a Au3 model.
3.1. WGS Reaction on Au1/CeO2(110). As follows from

our recent work,33 a single Au atom prefers to adsorb onto the
bridge site between two surface O atoms on CeO2(110). One
of these surface O atoms spontaneously migrates to the bridge
site between Ce and Au, generating a highly reactive Au−Os
species, which may be easily reduced by CO. This will generate
a surface oxygen vacancy neighboring Au. Such oxygen
vacancies may play an important role in the water activation
step at the interface between the Au adatom and ceria
surface.23,27 Thus, we start our exploration of the WGS
mechanism from this defective Au1/CeO2−x(110) surface.
The relevant elementary reaction steps and the involved

energy changes are shown in Figure 1. Water adsorbs at the
interface between Au and the defective ceria surface with an
energy of 61 kJ/mol. This value is comparable to previously
reported adsorption energies for water on defective ceria
surfaces (82 kJ/mol27 and 62 kJ/mol51). Water dissociation
proceeds with a barrier of 45 kJ/mol to produce a H atom on
the Au atom and an OH group attached to the Ce3+ site from

the ceria support (state iii, Figure 1). This reaction is
exothermic by 20 kJ/mol. The redox mechanism for H2

formation involves the reaction of ceria-bound OH with Au-
bound H to give H2. The barrier for this step is 209 kJ/mol,
with a positive reaction energy of 113 kJ/mol. On Aun/
CeO2(111),

26 the reaction energy for the H2 formation step
was reported to be between 108 and 134 kJ/mol. The reason
for the high barrier of this step is the strong O−H bond energy.
The same argument was put forward by Hu and co-workers26

to explain the unfavorable energetics for CO inserting into the
OH group to form HCOO (formate mechanism). This reaction
also involves O−H bond cleavage. The proposed high strength
of the O−H bond is consistent with the experimental
observations of Rodriguez and colleagues.52 Water was
adsorbed onto a CeO1.75/Au(111) surface at 100 K, followed
by thermal annealing. The OH species are stable on the surface
up to 600 K. The high barrier for H2 formation suggests that
the redox mechanism is relevant only at high temperatures,
supporting speculations based on experiment.2 To sum up, the
strong O−H bound makes the direct redox mechanism difficult
at low temperatures. The same applies to the formate
mechanism because it also requires O−H bond cleavage,26

which was therefore not explored further herein.
The alternative carboxyl mechanism in which the ceria-

adsorbed OH group reacts with CO was also examined for the
Au1/CeO2(110) model; however, no CO adsorption state
could be identified for the isolated Au atom (state iii, Figure 1).
This result can be understood from the negative charge state of
the single Au adatom, which has been discussed in detail in our
previous work.33 The higher the negative charge on the Au
atom is, the weaker the bond energy with CO (repulsion with
the 5σ HOMO of CO). Alternatively, the Eley−Rideal
mechanism in which CO from the gas phase directly reacts
with the surface OH group to form COOH was examined. It
turns out the barrier for this step is 84 kJ/mol, with the final
state being less stable by 49 kJ/mol than the initial one. If we
take into consideration the effect of entropy loss for this

Figure 1. Elementary reaction steps in the WGS reaction on Au1/CeO2(110). For the ceria surface slab, only the top two layers are shown with the
second layer in small spheres. Color scheme: red (oxygen), white (cerium), bright white (hydrogen), yellow (gold), green (reduced cerium), and
black (carbon).
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mechanism starting from CO in the gas phase, the free energy
barrier for this process would be much larger than this value.
For example, taking into account the entropy of the CO at
room temperature (196.67 J/mol.K, T = 298 K), we predict an
overall barrier for this process of 143 kJ/mol. On this basis, we
exclude the possibility for this mechanism to the WGS reaction
at low temperatures.
Thus, for the Au1/CeO2(110) model, the redox mechanism

will be relevant only to the overall reaction rate at relatively
high temperatures because of the strong O−H bond of the
hydroxyl bound to ceria. This prevents recombinative H2
formation with the H atom adsorbed to the single Au atom.
The same reasoning applies to the formate mechanism. Because
a single Au atom cannot adsorb CO as a result of its support
interaction induced negative charge, we predict that the WGS
reaction will also not proceed via the carboxyl mechanism for
isolated Au atoms at low temperatures. Although, in principle,
such isolated Au atoms may be involved in the WGS reaction at
high reaction temperatures, one has to keep in mind that
typically, isolated Au atoms will sinter under such conditions.
For gold on CeO2(111), sintering of isolated gold atoms has
also been explored computationally.53

3.2. WGS Reaction on Aun/CeO2(110). For the gold
nanorod model on the CeO2(110) surface, we start from CO

adsorption at the interface between the gold nanorod and the
support surface. This leads to spontaneous reaction of CO with
a ceria surface O atom and desorption as CO2, generating one
oxygen vacancy at the interface.34 Similar to results for the
model with an isolated gold atom, we initiate the catalytic cycle
from this state. The relevant reactions are depicted in Figures 2
and 3, and the corresponding potential energy diagram is given
in Figure 4. Water adsorbs molecularly at the interface between
the oxygen vacancy and the Au nanorod with its two H atoms
pointing to a surface O atom and the Au nanorod, respectively.
The adsorption energy is 38 kJ/mol. It takes only 5 kJ/mol to
dissociate one of the OH bonds, forming two hydroxyl groups
on the ceria support. The final state is 14 kJ/mol more stable
than the adsorbed state of water. Direct formation of H2 from
this state costs a prohibitive energy of 220 kJ/mol. This result is
consistent with the difficulty in cleaving O−H bonds in the
Au1/CeO2(110) model.
An alternative path involves migration of the H of OH to the

Au nanorod, followed by reaction with OH on the ceria
support. The barrier for H migration is 112 kJ/mol, and it is
endothermic by 102 kJ/mol. The migrated H atom is located at
the bridge site of two Au atoms. It then reacts with the other
OH group of the ceria support to form H2 with a reaction
barrier of 144 kJ/mol and a reaction energy of 118 kJ/mol.

Figure 2. Reaction scheme of (a) the redox mechanism and (b) the first part of the carboxyl path for the WGS reaction on the Aun/CeO2(110)
model.

Figure 3. Reaction scheme of the catalytic cycle of carboxyl pathway for the WGS reaction on the Aun/CeO2(110) model.
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These barriers for H2 formation are relatively high so that we
predict that this pathway would also require relatively high
reaction temperatures. An important corollary of these
calculations is that the redox mechanism will be important
only for WGS reactivity at higher reaction temperatures and
that the rate is not expected to depend on the size of the gold
phase, that is, single site Au, small Au3,

26 Au10,
26 or large Au

clusters would have quite similar barriers for the most difficult
step, namely, H2 formation. Obviously, the rate may be
expected to corrolate with the gold dispersion and, more
accurately, with the perimeter surface between gold and the
ceria support.
Instead of direct OH bond cleavage, we then considered the

carboxyl mechanism for the Au nanorod model. In this
pathway, CO first adsorbs onto the Au nanorod neighboring
the OH group with an adsorption energy of −38 kJ/mol. The
reaction proceeds by COOH formation between adsorbed CO
and OH fragments. The barrier for this process is 31 kJ/mol,
with a favorable exothermic reaction energy of −25 kJ/mol.
Two possible paths exist for COOH decomposition. The first
one is dissociation of the COOH to CO2 and H, the former
desorbing and the latter moving to the Au nanorod. The barrier
for this process is 76 kJ/mol, and the corresponding reaction
energy is 11 kJ/mol. The reaction barrier for COOH
dissociation is lower than a previously reported value (104
kJ/mol) for a planar Au4 cluster supported on CeO2−x(111).

21

The difference can be attributed to the lower coordination
number of Au in the present work, making it more reactive in
this particular step.
A second pathway involves dissociation of the COO−H to

the OH group locating at ceria support, thus forming a
COOH−OH complex. The barrier for this path is only 13 kJ/
mol, significantly lower than the first one. The final state is
more stable by 3 kJ/mol than the initial one. This finding is
consistent with previous studies on Cu(111),24 Au(111),25 and
Aun/CeO2(111),

27 in which it was found that COOH prefers to
dissociate its proton to the OH group instead of the metal
surface. It takes 23 kJ/mol to desorb the CO2 molecule into the
gas phase, leaving water on the two surface oxygen vacancies at
the interface between the Au cluster and ceria. Water will then
dissociate one of its H atoms to the Au cluster, leaving an OH
group behind on the ceria support. The barrier for water
dissociation is 41 kJ/mol and the reaction energy is −22 kJ/
mol. The values are very close to those for the same process on
Au1/CeO2−x(111) (Eact = 45 kJ/mol; Ereact = −20 kJ/mol), in
which water dissociates H to Au, leaving behind the OH group
on the defective ceria support. The process becomes easier

when water dissociates its H to the surface O to form two OH
groups on the ceria support (Eact = 5 kJ/mol; Ereact = −14 kJ/
mol), as described above.
The reaction continues by adsorption of another CO at the

Au nanorod (Eads = 31 kJ/mol). CO will then easily react with
this remaining OH group, forming COOH with activation and
reaction energies of 24 and −25 kJ/mol, respectively. The H
atom of COOH points to the H dissociated from H2O in the
previous step (state xii). These two H atoms form H2, leaving
CO2 attached to the ceria support. The barrier for this last step
is 20 kJ/mol, and the final state is 40 kJ/mol more stable than
the initial state. It takes 101 kJ/mol to desorb H2 and CO2 into
the gas phase.
From state xii, one can imagine another possible reaction

path: first, the H atom migrates to another site on the Au
cluster, and then COOH dissociates its H atom to the Au
nanorod, and CO2 desorbs into the gas phase. Finally, the two
H atoms adsorbed on gold form H2. As shown above, the
barrier for the COOH dissociation step is 76 kJ/mol, which is
much larger than the barrier for direct COOH dissociation (Eact
= 20 kJ/mol). Accordingly, we did not consider this alternative
further. After desorption of H2 and CO2, two oxygen vacancies
are present on the ceria support. Water then adsorbs at the
interface site between the Au nanorod and the defective ceria
support, closing the catalytic cycle. From the above, we deduce
that the reaction cycle proceeds from state ix (water adsorbed
at the interface between the defective ceria support with two
oxygen vacancies and the Au nanorod) and state xiv (Au
nanorod supported on defective ceria support with two oxygen
vacancies), shown in Figure 3. Accordingly, we infer that the
active site consists of the Au nanorod supported on the
defective ceria support with a proximate oxygen vacancy.
Earlier, Tabakova et al. used X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
to show that the Ce3+ content of the surface layer is ∼30%
during the WGS reaction,54 suggesting that these vacancies are
in close contact with the nanosized metallic gold clusters and
associated with the high WGS activity. The mechanism
explored in the present study supports this speculation.

3.3. General Discussion. A significant debate has arisen in
the scientific literature on the nuclearity of the gold phase
(single Au atom vs clustered Au atoms) in Au/CeO2 WGS
catalysts.1−11 The present theoretical study helps to better
understand this issue. We distinguish two key elementary steps
in the WGS reaction mechanism. The first one is the formation
of oxygen vacancies on the ceria surface, which are essential for
the activation of water. In our model, oxygen vacancies are
generated by reduction with gas phase CO. For the Au1/
CeO2(110) model, this poses a problem because the Au
adatom cannot adsorb CO. An alternative way of removing the
surface oxygen is by an Eley−Rideal mechanism (Eact = 45 kJ/
mol; Ereaction = −28 kJ/mol), whose reaction rate is expected to
be low. For the Au1/CeO2(111) model,55 CO adsorption is
possible when the gold atom is positively charged. The study of
Camellone and Fabris showed that upon CO2 formation and
desorption, the Au ion will migrate to the resulting oxygen
vacancy site to block site for water activation. Moreover, the Au
atom will become negatively charged in this configuration,
preventing further CO adsorption. The initiating step in the
mechanism will proceed much more easily on the Aun/
CeO2(110) model because CO will be able to adsorb onto the
gold phase, and it will react with negligible barrier with a ceria
surface oxygen atom to form CO2. Thus, for the oxygen

Figure 4. Potential energy diagram for the WGS reaction on Aun/
CeO2(110). The states with Roman numerals refer to the structures in
Figures 2 and 3. The red and black lines represent the redox and
carboxyl paths, respectively.
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vacancy formation step, gold clusters are expected to be more
active than a single gold atom.

The second key step in the WGS reaction is the reaction of
CO with OH to form COOH. On the Au1/CeO2(110) model,
water dissociation leads to one H atom on gold and one in the
form of OH on ceria. Similar to the initial Au1/CeO2(110)
model, no CO adsorption was found on Au after water
dissociation. The reaction barrier via the Eley−Rideal
mechanism is 84 kJ/mol, and the reaction energy is 49 kJ/
mol, implying a low reaction rate at relatively low temperatures.
CO can adsorb onto the Au nanorod in Aun/CeO2(110) after
water dissociation so that the reaction of adsorbed CO will
proceed with the OH group of the ceria support. By analyzing
the two key steps in WGS, we predict that a Au cluster is much
more reactive than a single-site Au atom. In essence, this
difference is related to the charge state of a single Au atom. It
precludes CO adsorption, which is a prerequisite for both
oxygen vacancy formation and COOH formation.
The current proposed mechanisms for WGS can be

categorized into two groups: one involving O−H bound
cleavage (redox mechanism and formate mechanism), the other
one involving COOH as an intermediate (carboxyl). Alter-
natively, OH reacts with CO to form COOH. In the present
contribution, we considered the redox mechanism as
representative for the first type. All of the relevant computa-
tional studies predict a high barrier for the OH* + H* step to
form H2, which is the key step in the redox mechanism: 130 kJ/
mol for Au3/CeO2(111);

26 106 kJ/mol for Au10/CeO2(111);
26

and in the present work, 209 kJ/mol for Au1/CeO2(110) and
144 kJ/mol for Aun/CeO2(110). In contrast, the barrier for the
COOH formation step is typically much lower, that is, 10 kJ/
mol for Au4/CeO2(111),

21 62 kJ/mol for Au3/CeO2(111),
26

and 31 kJ/mol for Aun/CeO2(110). On the basis of these data,
we conclude that the dominant reaction path of WGS under
low temperature conditions is the carboxyl mechanism.
An essential part of this work is the comparison of two key

elementary steps for the WGS reaction: oxygen vacancy
formation and COOH formation. By comparing the kinetics
of these two steps for different ceria surface terminations, we
aimed to contribute to the understanding of experimentally
observed reactivity trends as a function of ceria morphology.

For a Aun/CeO2(111) model, a previous study has shown that
the Mars−van Krevelen mechanism in which adsorbed CO
reacts with ceria surface O is inhibited by high desorption
energy (Edes = 122−209 kJ/mol) because of the strong Ce−O
bond strength in the CeO2(111) surface.56 With the weaker
Ce−O bond in Aun/CeO2(110), the enthalpy change
associated with CO2 desorption is −3 kJ/mol, generating one
oxygen vacancy.34 Such a vacancy formation mechanism has
been observed in several experimental studies.57,58 The CO
oxidation rate strongly depends on the morphology of the ceria
support. Thus, we expect that the nature of the ceria surface
termination will significantly influence oxygen vacancy
formation and, thus, indirectly the water activation step.
The COOH formation step involves reaction of adsorbed

CO with ceria surface OH groups. On Aun/CeO2(110), the
activation barrier for this step is 31 kJ/mol, with a reaction
energy of −25 kJ/mol. On Aun/CeO2(111),

27 the activation
barrier is 63 kJ/mol, with a reaction energy of 27 kJ/mol. The
substantial difference in kinetics is consistent with the
experimental observation that gold supported on nanorod
ceria, which exposes mainly (110) and (100) surfaces, is much
more active than gold on polyhedra with mainly (111) and
(100) exposed surfaces.28 The authors explained these
differences in terms of oxygen vacancy formation energies. A
lower energy for oxygen vacancy formation will lead to more
oxygen vacancies and more ionic gold stabilized on the surface.
Our results indicate that both the oxygen vacancy formation
energy and the OH reactivity contribute to the observed
differences in the WGS activity.
Facile oxygen vacancy formation leads to facile water

activation and COOH formation. Recently, we also studied
CO oxidation on a single Rh atom supported on CeO2(111)
and (110).35 It was found that the desorption energy of CO2
formed from CO reacting with ceria surface O is much lower
for Rh/CeO2(110) than for Rh/CeO2(111). The difference
relates to the lower coordination number of surface O in
CeO2(110) compared with CeO2(111). On the former surface,
oxygen is more weakly bound to the surface cerium ions.
Consequently, CO2 can desorb more easily. The same
argumentation is useful to explain the different reactivity of
surface OH group on different ceria surfaces: the lower the

Figure 5. Mechanism and energetics of the oxygen vacancy formation and COOH formation on the Au3/CeO2(110) model.
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coordination number of the OH group to the cerium cation,
the higher the reactivity toward CO. The dependence of OH
group reactivity toward CO on ceria surface was also observed
for a pure ceria support.59 It is thus reasonable to conclude that
it reflects the intrinsic reactivity differences of OH groups on
different ceria surface terminations.
The identification of the exposed facets of different ceria

morphologies is still under debate.28−32,60 In Datye’s recent
work,60 it was found that ceria nanorods are enclosed mainly by
CeO2(111) surfaces, not by CeO2(110) terminations, as usually
proposed.28,32 In accordance with this, no significant activity
differences between ceria rod and ceria polyhedra were
observed. We point out that others observed substantial
activity differences between ceria nanorods and polyhedra.28−32

The work of Trovarelli et al.32 has shown that the exact
termination of ceria nanoparticles may be controlled by the
proper choice of synthesis conditions. Our theoretical results
predict that Au clusters supported on the CeO2(110) surface
exhibit much higher activity in the WGS reaction than Au
clusters on the CeO2(111) surface.
To verify that the above conclusions are not influenced by

the gold nuclearity in the surface model, we carried out
additional calculations using a Au3/CeO2−x(110) model and
compared it with literature data available for the Au3/
CeO2−x(111) model.27,53b We examined the two key processes
in the WGS mechanism, namely, oxygen vacancy generation by
CO reduction of the surface and COOH formation (Figure 5).
The Au3 structure resembles that of the structure reported by
Fabris et al.53b The first step involves reaction of CO adsorbed
to gold with a surface O atom to form CO2, followed by CO2
desorption. On the Au3/CeO2−x(110) model, the CO2
formation step has a negligible barrier, and the reaction energy
is −119 kJ/mol. The desorption energy of CO2 is only 6 kJ/
mol. On Au3/CeO2−x(111),

53b the kinetics are less favorable,
with a barrier of 63 kJ/mol for the CO2 formation step and an
exothermic reaction energy of −17 kJ/mol. Compared with the
nearly thermoneutral value for Au3/CeO2−x(110), the
desorption energy of CO2 is also less favorable at 56 kJ/mol.
The difference is, however, less pronounced, as in the
comparison between Au3/CeO2(110) and Aun/CeO2(111),
because migration of the Au3 cluster closer to the oxygen
vacancy for the Au3/CeO2−x(110) stabilizes the final state
following CO2 desorption. Importantly, these results confirm
that it will be much easier to form oxygen vacancies in the Au3/
CeO2−x(110) model than in the Au3/CeO2−x(111) model. This
conclusion is essentially similar to what we inferred from the
above comparison of the oxygen vacancy formation energetics
between Aun/CeO2(110) and Au13/CeO2(111) models. The
barrier for the COOH formation step is 57 kJ/mol for Au/
CeO2−x(110), with an exothermic reaction energy of 15 kJ/
mol. The values reported for Au3/CeO2−x(111)

27 are a barrier
of 62 kJ/mol and an endothermic reaction energy of 27 kJ/mol.
Accordingly, this comparison of a Au3 cluster on a CeO2(110)
and CeO2(111) supports our conclusion that the higher activity
of gold on the CeO2(110) surface compared with gold on the
CeO2(111) surface is due mainly to the easier oxygen vacancy
formation on the more open surface.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Density functional theory was employed to study the WGS
activity of gold supported on a CeO2(110) model surface with
the aim to identify the active site (single Au atom vs clustered
Au) and reaction mechanism (redox vs carboxyl). For both

structural models, it was found that the redox mechanism
requires high reaction temperatures because it involves direct
cleavage of an O−H bond of the ceria hydroxyl groups. In
comparison, the carboxyl mechanism presents a low energy
pathway toward formation of CO2 and H2. Two candidate rate-
controlling elementary reaction steps were identified in the
WGS reaction: oxygen vacancy formation and COOH
formation from CO and OH, respectively, adsorbed to gold
and the ceria support. Both steps proceed at a higher rate on
clustered Au than on a single site Au atom. The most important
reason for this difference is the negative charge of the single Au
atom, which inhibits CO adsorption. These two elementary
reaction steps were also found to be preferred on Aun/
CeO2(110) over Aun/CeO2(111), essentially because of the
lower binding energy of the OH on the more open surface.
This provides an explanation for the experimentally observed
surface termination dependence of ceria supports for the gold-
catalyzed WGS reaction.
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